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                Departure From
                
                    
                        SELECT
ABUDHABI [OMAA]
ADAMPUR [VIAX]
AGARTALA [VEAT]
AGRA [AGR]
AHMEDABAD [AMD]
AIZOL, LENGPUI [VELP]
AKOLA [VAAK]
AL-FUJAIRAH [FJR]
ALLAHABAD [IXD]
AMBALA (VIAM)
AMRITSAR [ATQ]
AURANGABAD [IXU]
BAGDOGRA [IXB]
BANGALORE [BLR]
BANGKOK [BKK]
BAREILLY [VIBY]
BASEL [LFSB]
BEIJING [PEK]
BELGAUM [IXG]
BHAVNAGAR [BHU]
BHOPAL [BHO]
BHUBANESWAR [BBI]
BHUJ [BHJ]
BIDAR [VOBR]
BIKANER [VIBK]
CAIRO [HECA]
CALICUT [CCJ]
CHANDIGARH [IXC]
CHENNAI [MAA]
COIMBATORE [CJB]
COLOMBO [CMB]
DAMAN [VADN]
DEHRADUN [VIDN]
DELHI [DEL]
DHAKA [DAC]
DIBRUGARH [VEMN]
DIU [DIU]
DUBAI [DXB]
DUSSELDORF [EDDL]
FURSATGANJ (RAIBARELY) [VIRB]
GAYA (BODHGAYA) [GAY]
GOA [GOI]
GONDIA [VAGD]
GORAKHPUR [VEGK]
GUWAHATI [VEGT]
GWALIOR [GWL]
HALWARA [VIHX]
HUBLI [HBX]
HYDERABAD (SHAMSHABAD) [HYD]
IMPHAL [VEIM]
INDORE [IDR]
JABALPUR [JLR]
JAIPUR [JAI]
JAISALMER [VIJR]
JAKARTA [WIII]
JAMNAGAR [JGA]
JEDDAH [OEJN]
JESSORE
JODHPUR [JDH]
JORHAT [JRH]
KALAIKUNDA [VEDX]
KANDLA [IXY]
KANPUR [VICX]
KARACHI [KHI]
KATHMANDU [KTM]
KHAJURAHO [VAKJ]
KOCHI (COCHIN) [COK]
KOLKATA [CCU]
KOPAL, HOSPET [VOHP]
KUNMING [KMG]
LATUR [VO55]
LILABARI [VELR]
LONDON [LTN]
LUCKNOW [LKO]
MACAU [VMMC]
MADURAI [IXM]
MALE [VRMM]
MANGALORE [VOML]
MEDAN, INDONESIA [MES]
MOSCOW [SVO]
MUMBAI [BOM]
MUNDRA
MUNICH [EDDM]
MYSORE [VOMY]
NAGPUR [VANP]
NAIROBI [HKJK]
NANDED [VAND]
OZAR [VAOZ]
PANAGARH [VEPH]
PARIS [CDG]
PARO [PBH]
PATHANKOT [IXP]
PATNA [PAT]
PHUKET [HKT]
PONDICHERRY [VOPC]
PORT BLAIR [VOPB]
PUNE [PNQ]
PURNEA [VEPU]
PUTTAPARTHI [VOPN]
RAIPUR [RPR]
RAJAHMUNDRY [VORY]
RAJKOT [RAJ]
RANCHI [IXR]
ROURKELA [VERK]
SAIFAI
SARSAWA [VISP]
SHANGHAI [ZSPD]
SILCHAR [VEKU]
SINGAPORE [XSP]
SRINAGAR [SXR]
SURAT [VASU]
SURATGARH [VI43]
TEL AVIV [LLBG]
THANJAVUR [VOTJ]
TIRUCHIRAPALLY [TRZ]
TIRUPATI [TIR]
TOKYO [NRT]
TRIVANDRUM [TRV]
UDAIPUR [UDR]
UDHAMPUR [VIUX]
UTTARLAI (BARMER) [VIUT]
VADODARA [BDQ]
VARANASI [VNS]
VENICE [LIPZ]
VIDYANAGAR/VIJAYANAGAR [VOJV]
VIJAYAWADA [VGA]
VISHAKAPATNAM [VTZ]
VLADIVOSTOK [UHWW]
ZURICH [ZRH]
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                For multicity/Unlisted Destinations CLICK HERE
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            Pricing Explanation
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                    Pricing Explanation

                    	Currency exchange rate has been considered as 1 USD, 82 INR.
	The displayed tariffs are for some frequented sectors. If your required sector is not featured, please visit Request a Quote
	All flights originate from Mumbai hence the fare is calculated ex-Mumbai and back.
	A minimum of 2 hours of flying will be charged per day.
	Availability is confirmed on receipt of 100% payment.
	The indicated rate does not include:

    GST at 18%

    Ground Handling charges at each destination in India would be additional

    International Flight Service charges (includes 'overflying clearances' and ground handling) are applicable additionally for the International sectors.

    Any other charges / taxes levied by Regulatory authorities will be billed additionally.
	The quote assumes:

    that the runway conditions are suitable for the safe operations of the flight. The final feasibility will be confirmed closer to date.

    that if 'a return trip' is asked for, the return is on the same day. Hence 'Night Halts' & 'Day Detention Charges' are not included.

    that 'facility to fuel' the aircraft is available at all the destinations. The absence of suitable fuelling facility will entail additional flying to a suitable destination and will thus entail additional charges.


	These timings have been calculated for 'Nil Wind' conditions and existing routes. Actual flight time shall depend on prevailing wind conditions and routing. The distances and block timings for return sectors are almost the same, with minor variations depending on routing.
	For destinations having 'flying time' greater than 7½ hours; for the Falcon 2000LX - there would be a technical halt for re-fuelling. This would be on account of aircraft performance due to weight, altitude, temperature and range limitations which have not been accounted for in the displayed tariff.
	The rates, terms and conditions are subject to change by Taj Air Limited without notice.
	Please refer to the 'STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS' and 'TERMS & CONDITIONS' for more details.
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A truly Exclusive air charter service
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TAJ AIR


    

    
        
            
            Taj Air has been providing exclusive charter services in India since 2002; bringing to the industry, the world-renowned service and Indian hospitality of the Taj Hotels Palaces Resorts Safaris. Today, Taj Air is globally recognized as the finest executive charter airline service in the country.


            


            
        

        
        
    





    










    
        
            

                
                    
                        DASSAULT FALCON 2000LX

                    

                    
                    
                    
                        

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                The Dassault Falcon 2000LX jet aircrafts offer the new EASy state-of-the-art advanced cockpit with a range of 3,800 NM thanks to better fuel efficiency and additional fuel tanks. All this comes to you, along with a roomier cabin and a more efficient fuel burn - than other jet aircrafts in its category.
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ABOUT US


    

    
        
            
            Taj Air has been providing exclusive charter services in India since 2002; bringing to the industry, the world-renowned service and Indian hospitality of the Taj Hotels Palaces Resorts Safaris. Today, Taj Air is globally recognized as the finest executive charter airline service in the country. We’ve earned our reputation by redefining luxury, by consistently placing a premium on privacy, flexibility, safety, and reliability.
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                            WALKTHROUGH

                                
                                    
                                        Take our guided tour: A step-by-step guide to booking your next Taj Air flight.
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                            LEISURE

                                
                                    
                                        Anywhere Anytime: An island in Maldives, stealing a bit of thunder in Bhutan or a taste of exotic Kerala.
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